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a publishers weekly best book one of the new york public library s 25 books to remember for 1999 lavishly

illustrated and meticulously researched filled with fascinating facts and astonishing descriptions of animal

behavior bruce bagemihl s biological exuberance is a landmark book that will change forever how we look at

nature homosexuality in its myriad forms has been scientifically documented in more than 450 species of

mammals birds reptiles insects and other animals worldwide biological exuberance is the first comprehensive

account of the subject bringing together accurate accessible and nonsensationalized information drawing upon a

rich body of zoological research spanning more than two centuries bagemihl shows that animals engage in all

types of nonreproductive sexual behavior sexual and gender expression in the animal world displays exuberant

variety including same sex courtship pair bonding sex and co parenting even instances of lifelong homosexual

bonding in species that do not have lifelong heterosexual bonding part 1 a polysexual polygendered world begins
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with a survey of homosexuality transgender and nonreproductive heterosexuality in animals and then delves into

the broader implications of these findings including a valuable perspective on human diversity bagemihl also

examines the hidden assumptions behind the way biologists look at natural systems and suggests a fresh

perspective based on the synthesis of contemporary scientific insights with traditional knowledge from indigenous

cultures part 2 a wondrous bestiary profiles more than 190 species in which scientific observers have noted

homosexual or transgender behavior each profile is a verbal and visual snapshot of one or more closely related

bird or mammal species containing all the documentation required to support the author s often controversial

conclusions this book debunks the most common arguments used against gay people and proves why

homosexuality is a normal sexual variant the lgbtq community deserves the same rights and respect straight

people want and he focuses on the process by which individuals come to identify themselves as homosexual the

sensitivity of children to their own sexual identities and the psychological effects of the stigmatization of

homosexuality on adolescents a much needed exploration of the history and philosophy of scientific research into

male homosexuality questions about the naturalness or unnaturalness of homosexuality are as old as the hills

and the answers have often been used to condemn homosexuals their behaviors and their relationships in the

past two centuries a number of sciences have involved themselves in this debate introducing new vocabularies
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theories arguments and data many of which have gradually helped tip the balance toward tolerance and even

acceptance in this book philosophers pieter r adriaens and andreas de block explore the history and philosophy

of the gay sciences revealing how individual and societal values have colored how we think about homosexuality

the authors unpack the entanglement of facts and values in studies of male homosexuality across the natural

and human sciences and consider the extent to which science has mitigated or reinforced homonegative mores

the focus of the book is on homosexuality s assumed naturalness geneticists rephrased naturalness as

innateness claiming that homosexuality is innate colloquially that homosexuals are born gay zoologists thought it

a natural affair documenting its existence in myriad animal species from maybugs to men evolutionists presented

homosexuality as the product of natural selection and speculated about its adaptive value finally psychiatrists

who initially pathologized homosexuality eventually appealed to its naturalness or innateness to normalize it

discussing findings from an array of sciences comparative zoology psychiatry anthropology evolutionary biology

social psychology developmental biology and machine learning this book is essential reading for anyone

interested in what science has to say about homosexuality the subject of homosexuality and especially male

homosexuality has received a great deal of publicity in england and america the furor began with kinsey s

famous reports on sexual behavior which brought out the fact that a far higher proportion of the population than
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was commonly supposed deviated from accepted standards of normality and morality taking courage from the

apparent safety of large numbers the sexually unorthodox and their sympathizers began to challenge the criteria

of normality and to question whether sexual habits that were widespread and so deeply entrenched could

justifiably be written off as immoral d j west s homosexuality dissects the myths and paranoia surrounding this

topic by examining the nature and roots of homosexuality the politico legal controversy has tended to

overshadow the more fundamental psychological questions concerning the nature and causes of homosexuality

in this field no striking discoveries have resulted from the increased public interest nevertheless a body of factual

data has accumulated and a number of theories are available the author s main purpose is to summarize as

clearly as possible what is known to draw what practical conclusions may be possible and to point out where we

are still groping and ignorant this book deals mainly with male homosexuality because in men the condition

causes more clear cut social problems and has been studied more intensely by psychiatrists unfortunately

though strongly held opinions abound hard facts about homosexuality and its possible causes are difficult to

obtain even now serious medical and sociological investigations in this subject are scandalously few considering

the importance of the questions in human terms until a large section of the public is prepared to face the facts

squarely and rationally and to support adequate research our knowledge will remain rudimentary this book clears
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away the debris of myth and misunderstanding in a vital area of social concern d j west is professor at the

university of cambridge he is the editor of sociolegal control of homosexuality a multi nation comparison with

richard green and author of the other man a study of the social legal and clinical aspects of homosexuality

publicity about the homosexual lifestyle has become so commonplace that many people believe its messages

that homosexuality is genetic and that being gay is as natural as being heterosexual but are these statements

accurate noted researchers john ankerberg and john weldon critique relevant scientific studies examine gay

politics to discuss the social ramifications behind the gay movement is the scientific research on homosexuality

accurate how influential is the homosexual community in america how should the church respond to homosexual

issues arguments this book will give you the information you need to understand evaluate the homosexual

agenda how it relates to biblical truth this fascinating new book explores the myriad aspects of biological theories

of sexual preference sex cells and same sex desire describes reviews and questions recent biological research

on sexual preference from the point of view of knowledgeable scientists and of scholars in the social sciences

and humanities representing the emerging field of gay studies the issues involved have a vibrant history are wide

ranging and remain the objects of much controversy this book demystifies biological research on sexual

preference and makes it accessible to readers unfamiliar with biological and medical research sex cells and
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same sex desire is divided into several sections each of which is introduced by an explanation of key concepts

and terms found in that section the book begins with a discussion of the history of biological theories and

sociocultural concepts of gender and sexuality the next 3 sections explore specialized areas of biological science

and related issues genetics and evaluation hormones and the endocrine system and brain physiology and

structure a final section discusses social stigma science and medicine a glossary of terms used by the authors is

included so readers may look up those that may be unfamiliar same sex presents a comprehensive anthology on

homosexuality exploring historical conceptions of homosexuality homosexual identity and a variety of public

policy issues a pro gay pro science look at a vexing issue evolutionary biology suggests that individual living

things are designed to reproduce so why does homosexuality exist wouldn t a gay gene ensure its own demise

conundrum pulls together information from biology anthropology and recent lesbian and gay history and suggests

that both nature and nurture are involved in the evolution of homosexuality examining the various theories that

have been proposed throughout history and present day this book explains the riddle of sexual orientation

assessing their validity placing them in a cultural context and enplaning the practical ramifications of each

includes 40 photos over the course of twenty years of working with gay men in analysis and therapy richard isay

has become convinced that homosexuality is not a mental illness it is not deviant behavior as many in our
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society continue to believe in fact homosexuality is found throughout history in every race class and culture yet

generations of gay men who have sought help in psychoanalytic therapy have faced efforts to change the natural

object of their deepest desire efforts which cause serious harm though trained in traditional psychoanalytic theory

isay has come to a radically different way of working with gay men he has determined that there is a natural

developmental path that homosexuals follow which as with homosexuals is fraught with predictable obstacles and

crises clearing away the tangle of myths about homosexual behavior and its origins dr isay lays out that path he

also explores the nature of impediments to sustained and loving gay relationships analyzing two of the most

crippling paternal rejection and the internalization of western society s extreme homophobia until there is social

and legal change to support the expression of love and commitment between homosexuals early psychological

intervention may help homosexual children build healthy self esteem in the face of social stigmatization recently

aids has aggravated that stigmatization and being homosexual examines the profound impact that it has had on

gay men s development for therapists this is a book that offers concrete guidance in working with homosexual

men more effectively and with greater understanding for gay men themselves this is a clear and empathetic

account of their development and the conflicts and barriers they face page 2 of dust jacket imagine your favorite

gay uncle sitting you down and explaining everything you ever wondered about gay people that is gay explained
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written for gay and straight people alike gay explained leads the reader on a journey that even the most

educated may find surprising told in a warm and personal style gay explained weaves together the individual

story of a man born mormon and gay with the wide ranging stories from some of humanity s most fascinating

people it is a history that stretches back to the drawings on cave walls and the stories of the pharaohs through

the religion and philosophies of greece and rome finds illumination in the art of the renaissance and runs up to

the headlines of today most of these stories predate modern lgbt labels so they are tales of shamans priests

amazons minstrels two spirits and global adventurers from there the book covers science where researchers find

evidence for homosexuality and gender variation throughout the natural world along with genetic and biological

origins in human bodies despite all the recent political successes questions remain why are some people gay is

it just a sexual preference or is there more going on why do some people vary around gender and how is that

related to sexuality and if all of this is so natural why does homophobia persist across cultures the answers to

these and other questions move the larger discussion beyond mere facts and into the realm of meaning

exploring the purpose of gay people in families society and the world gay explained is therefore an essential

resource for parents teens friends teachers pastors politicians and just about everybody else for every person

who has ever thought i just don t get gay people the answers are here gay explained over the last fifteen years
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psychological research regarding sexual orientation has seen explosive growth in this book anthony r d augelli

and charlotte j patterson bring together top experts to offer a comprehensive overview of what we have

discovered and what we still need to learn about lesbian gay and bisexual identities writing in clear nontechnical

language the contributors cover a range of topics including conceptions of sexual identity development over the

lifespan family and other personal relationships parenting and bigotry and discrimination lesbian gay and bisexual

identities over the lifespan is essential reading for researchers students social scientists mental health

practitioners and general readers who seek the most up to date and authoritative treatment of the subject

available now updated with even more material the csb apologetics study bible for students anchors young

christians in the truths of scripture and equips them with thoughtful responses when the core issues of their faith

are challenged the resources in this student bible were curated by general editor dr sean mcdowell and the core

materials in the bible explore over 130 of the top questions students are asking today this student study bible is

updated with new articles and extensive apologetics study material from today s most popular youth leaders and

apologists to reflect relevant apologetics issues and questions of today this student bible is uniquely created to

encourage students to ask tough questions get straight answers and see their faith strengthened as they engage

in bible study and with others around them the features in this study bible include presentation page book
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introductions study notes articles from popular youth leaders and christian apologetics leaders including editor

sean mcdowell sixty twisted scripture explanations for commonly misunderstood passages fifty bones dirt entries

archaeology meets apologetics fifty notable quotes twenty five tactics against common anti christian arguments

twenty personal stories of how god has worked in real lives twenty top five lists to help remember key

apologetics topics two color design intensive interior two column text 9 75 point type smyth sewn binding ribbon

marker full color maps and more the csb apologetics study bible for students features the highly readable highly

reliable text of the christian standard bible r csb the csb translation used in this apologetics bible stays as literal

as possible to the bible s original meaning without sacrificing clarity making it easier to engage with scripture s

life transforming message and to share it with others introducing gay is natural a journey to understanding and

resilience by author s name this captivating book is a powerful exploration of what it truly means to live

peacefully and respectfully with others embracing diversity and understanding the human experience in its

entirety in gay is natural the author fearlessly delves into their own personal journey sharing candid accounts of

their mistakes failures and the valuable lessons they ve learned along the way with refreshing honesty the author

opens up about their own experiences including their personal struggles triumphs and the complexities of their

sexual life creating a deeply relatable narrative that resonates with readers from all walks of life through poignant
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storytelling and insightful reflections this book also serves as a beacon of hope and resilience offering invaluable

wisdom on navigating life s difficulties and emerging stronger on the other side it provides practical guidance on

coping strategies self discovery and finding meaning in adversity empowering readers to embrace life s

challenges with courage and grace gay is natural is a must read for anyone seeking a deeper understanding of

themselves and others and a roadmap for fostering compassion empathy and harmonious coexistence in a

diverse world this book is an inspiring testament to the human spirit and a compelling reminder that despite our

differences we are all connected by our shared experiences and our capacity for growth and understanding join

the author on a transformative journey toward compassion resilience and a deeper appreciation for the human

experience gay is natural is not just a book it s a guiding light for living a more enriched empathetic and

purposeful life this book brings together teachers psychologists ministers and other qualified men and women

who have studied and for some experienced homosexuality over a long period of time it is hoped that this work

will generate the kind of understanding necessary to be able to deal compassionately with the people who

struggle with homosexuality it is also my aim to equip the members of the church with the confidence to respond

intelligently to the false arguments being made for the homosexual lifestyle by gays and their sympathizers a

genetic basis for homosexuality has been all but proved yet darwinism the most widely accepted evolutionary
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theory emphasises successful reproduction how do we explain a lifetime preference for non reproductive sex

whilst social constructionism offers explanations in terms of social learning and cultural preferences the body of

evidence for a genetic predisposition to homosexuality grows social learning argues that homosexual sex is

merely misdirected and therefore futile but far from dying out it continues through the ages and is found in

different cultures what if there was an evolutionary advantage to homosexuality straight science homosexuality

evolution and adaptation dares to ask such questions here is an outspoken collection of informed opinions and

facts that open up one of america s major undiscussed problems for frank debate what percentage of the male

population has had an overt homosexual experience at some time is society s rejection and the homosexual s

resultant self hatred the cause of promiscuous impersonal and irresponsible behavior associated with

homosexuality what popular ideas about homosexuality are disproved by careful research and reporting are

psychotherapists guilty of arrogant subjectivism in attempting to cure the homosexual how does a straight happily

married man with two children turn into a homosexual what do homosexuals do why do all these questions need

to be asked because homosexual behavior touches the lives of at least fifteen million americans their friends and

families unsettling candid passionate personal this is a crossfire of varied views from homosexuals and

heterosexuals men and women americans and non americans theologians and nontheologians catholics and
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protestants on the present realities of homosexuality the history of sexuality is central to social history the history

of ideas the realization or repression of human rights and other areas of focus this is also true about those who

have had or do have what could be called minority sexualities same sex attraction has generally been a minority

sexuality it has been the object of tremendous repression and vociferous complaint but also one of praise by

talented poets and philosophers the a to z of homosexuality provides a comprehensive survey of same sex

relations from ancient china and greece to the contemporary world it covers the gay rights movement from its

origins in 19th century europe to the nascent global network today philosophic treatments such as natural law

and queer theory along with legal issues and court decisions are included global in its coverage of the variety of

same sex relations their legal treatment and social norms concerning same sex attraction this reference includes

a chronology an introductory essay a bibliography and cross referenced dictionary entries on specific countries

and regions influential historical figures laws that criminalized same sex sexuality various historical terms that

have been used to refer to aspects of same sex love and contemporary events and legal decisions why are

americans being forced to consider homosexual acts as morally acceptable why has the us supreme court

discovered a constitutional right to same sex marriage which until a decade ago was unheard of in the history of

western or any other civilization where has the gay rights movement come from and how has it so easily
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conquered america the answers are in the dynamics of the rationalization of sexual misbehavior the power of

rationalization the means by which one mentally transforms wrong into right drives the gay rights movement

gives it its revolutionary character and makes its advocates indefatigable the homosexual cause moved naturally

from a plea for tolerance to cultural conquest because the security of its rationalization requires universal

acceptance in other words we all must say that the bad is good at stake in the rationalization of homosexual

behavior is reality itself which is why it will have consequences that reach far beyond the issue at hand already

america s major institutions have been transformed its courts its schools its military its civic institutions and even

its diplomacy the further institutionalization of homosexuality will mean the triumph of force over reason thus

undermining the very foundations of the american republic as homosexual advocacy groups continue to be more

and more vocal many questions have been raised concerning homosexual issues in the general public this

volume will help ministers and other christian leaders sort through and understand these issues from a biblical

standard every christian needs to read this book the history of sexuality is central to social history the history of

ideas the realization or repression of human rights and other areas of focus this is also true about those who

have had or do have what could be called minority sexualities same sex attraction has generally been a minority

sexuality it has been the object of tremendous repression and vociferous complaint but also one of praise by
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talented poets and philosophers the historical dictionary of homosexuality provides a comprehensive survey of

same sex relations from ancient china and greece to the contemporary world it covers the gay rights movement

from its origins in 19th century europe to the nascent global network today philosophic treatments such as

natural law and queer theory along with legal issues and court decisions are included global in its coverage of

the variety of same sex relations their legal treatment and social norms concerning same sex attraction this

reference includes a chronology an introductory essay a bibliography and cross referenced dictionary entries on

specific countries and regions influential historical figures laws that criminalized same sex sexuality various

historical terms that have been used to refer to aspects of same sex love and contemporary events and legal

decisions in forces of nature the authors investigate the relationships between the natural world and gender and

sexuality the authors explore the frameworks within which femininity and nature have been constructed as well

as the impact nature has had on our understandings of masculinity homosexuality and heterosexuality for some

writers nature has restorative powers for others nature embodies violence and destruction yet one common

thread runs across all of the chapters in this collection nature and animals can not be separated from the human

experience forces of nature brings to light the intimate connection humans have with the natural world and

provides students and scholars with innovative readings of both canonical and noncanonical texts in medieval
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europe where theologians saw sin some natural philosophers saw a phenomenon in need of explanation they

believed some men were born with homosexual inclinations and others acquired them as habits based on early

pleasurable experiences sexuality religion and faith often have complex and conflicting interactions on both

personal and societal levels numerous studies have been conducted on queer subjects but they have

predominantly focused on western expressions of faith and queer identities this book contributes to the wider

scholarship on queer subjects by drawing on actual lived experiences of self identifying gay and bisexual men in

malaysia it discusses what we can learn from the realities of their lives that intersect with their religious spiritual

theological or humanistic values in an asian context analysed within the critical frameworks of queer theory and

queer sexual theology this study divulges the meanings ascribed to sexual identities and practices as well as

conceptualisations of masculinity sexual desire love and intimate physical connections it also lays bare the

complex negotiations between gender desire and spirit and how they can affect one another tying fascinating

case studies and underexplored asian theologies with wider conversations around sexuality and faith this book

will be of significant interest to scholars working in religious studies theology queer studies sexuality studies and

asian studies journal of integrative humanism is a multidisciplinary academic journal that publishes well

researched articles that approach topical issues bothering humanity from an integrativist perspective taking
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cognizance of the various dimensions of reality it publishes reviews and research on topical issues from diverse

disciplines including philosophy religion linguistics theater media studies oceanography political science and

education some of the topical issues addressed are the nature of metaphysics in integrative humanism a

contemporary school of philosophy philosophy environment education social change terrorism and health the

journal of integrative humanism is a publication of the faculty of arts university of cape coast ghana and the

university of calabar nigeria as the conversation around homosexuality becomes increasingly hostile on all sides

it can be difficult to know where to stand as a christian you don t want to compromise god s word either by

blindly following the culture or by treating others with hatred and contempt how do you hold onto your convictions

without projecting an image of the creation of a new field of lesbian and gay studies over the past thirty years

has been a fascinating project this volume brings together key authors in the field in 26 major essays and

provides a clear sense of just how much has been achieved it is a guide to the state of the art and invaluable for

scholars throughout the world ken plummer professor of sociology university of essex and editor of sexualities

this book is unique in lesbian and gay studies from politics to health cyber queers to queer families the review

essays in this volume cover all the important bases of glb history and politics the introduction is a simple and

accessible overview of the changing faces of theory and research over many decades this book is bound to be
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an important resource in a burgeoning field janice irvine associate professor of sociology university of

massachusetts amherst the handbook of gay and lesbian studies assembled by two leading theorists of sexuality

makes available more than two dozen new cutting edge essays in gay studies essential for social science

scholars and students of gay queer studies david f greenberg professor of sociology new york university with this

benchmark work lesbian and gay studies comes of age drawing from a rich team of global contributors and

carefully structured to elucidate the core issues in the field it constitutes an unparalleled resource for teaching

research and debate the volume is organized into 4 sections history and theory this covers the roots of lesbian

and gay studies the institutionalization of the subject in the academy the naturalness of heterosexuality science

and sexuality the comparative sociology of homosexualities and the heterosexual homosexual division identity

and community this examines the formation of gay and lesbian identities communities and movements cyber

queer research sexuality and space generational issues in lesbian and gay lifecycles and the subject of

bisexuality institutions this investigates questions of the governance of sexualities lesbian and gay health

sexualities and education religion and homosexuality homosexuality and the law gay and lesbian workers

homosexuality and the family and lesbian gay and queer encounters with the media and popular culture politics

this explores the formation of the gay and lesbian movements impact of globalization antigay and lesbian
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violence nationalism and transnationalism in lesbian and gay studies and sexual citizenship the result is an

authoritative book that demarcates the field stimulates critical discussion and provides lesbian and gay studies

with an enriching focal reference point it is quite simply a breakthrough work that will galvanize discussion and

research for years to come in a definitive account of gay and lesbian practices across ancient and contemporary

cultures within tribal developing and modern societies author gilbert herdt reveals a diversity of sexuality and

sexual practices that erases the lines between gay and straight love herdt shows that what we view as

specifically gay and lesbian practice is treated as a natural expression of human nature in many other cultures

this book breaks open and explains the teaching of the catholic church as it is presented in the catechism of the

catholic church it teaches what is homosexuality the distinction between acts and attraction the morality of

homosexuality and the means to become chaste and holy lesbians and gays have gone from coming out to

acting up to outing meanwhile radically redefining society s views on sexuality and gender the essays in inside

out employ a variety of approaches psychoanalysis deconstruction semiotics and discourse theory to investigate

representations of sex and sexual difference in literature film video music and photography engaging the figures

of divas dykes vampires and queens the contributors address issues such as aids pornography pedagogy

authorship and activism inside out shifts the focus from sex to sexual orientation provoking a reconsideration of
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the concepts of the sexual and the political an unprecedented work from the brilliant young editor of the new

republic who is celebrated also as an incisive defender of the equality of homosexuals virtually normal is an

impassioned reasoned subtle and uncompromising political and moral treatise that will set the terms of the

homosexuality debate for the foreseeable future the award winning field defining history of gay life in new york

city in the early to mid 20th century gay new york brilliantly shatters the myth that before the 1960s gay life

existed only in the closet where gay men were isolated invisible and self hating drawing on a rich trove of diaries

legal records and other unpublished documents george chauncey constructs a fascinating portrait of a vibrant

cohesive gay world that is not supposed to have existed called monumental washington post unassailable boston

globe brilliant the nation and a first rate book of history the new york times gay new yorkforever changed how we

think about the history of gay life in new york city and beyond
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Biological Exuberance 2000-04-10

a publishers weekly best book one of the new york public library s 25 books to remember for 1999 lavishly

illustrated and meticulously researched filled with fascinating facts and astonishing descriptions of animal

behavior bruce bagemihl s biological exuberance is a landmark book that will change forever how we look at

nature homosexuality in its myriad forms has been scientifically documented in more than 450 species of

mammals birds reptiles insects and other animals worldwide biological exuberance is the first comprehensive

account of the subject bringing together accurate accessible and nonsensationalized information drawing upon a

rich body of zoological research spanning more than two centuries bagemihl shows that animals engage in all

types of nonreproductive sexual behavior sexual and gender expression in the animal world displays exuberant

variety including same sex courtship pair bonding sex and co parenting even instances of lifelong homosexual

bonding in species that do not have lifelong heterosexual bonding part 1 a polysexual polygendered world begins

with a survey of homosexuality transgender and nonreproductive heterosexuality in animals and then delves into

the broader implications of these findings including a valuable perspective on human diversity bagemihl also

examines the hidden assumptions behind the way biologists look at natural systems and suggests a fresh
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perspective based on the synthesis of contemporary scientific insights with traditional knowledge from indigenous

cultures part 2 a wondrous bestiary profiles more than 190 species in which scientific observers have noted

homosexual or transgender behavior each profile is a verbal and visual snapshot of one or more closely related

bird or mammal species containing all the documentation required to support the author s often controversial

conclusions

Gay is Okay 2021-03

this book debunks the most common arguments used against gay people and proves why homosexuality is a

normal sexual variant the lgbtq community deserves the same rights and respect straight people want

A Natural History of Homosexuality 1996-10-30

and he focuses on the process by which individuals come to identify themselves as homosexual the sensitivity of

children to their own sexual identities and the psychological effects of the stigmatization of homosexuality on

adolescents
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Of Maybugs and Men 2022-12-21

a much needed exploration of the history and philosophy of scientific research into male homosexuality questions

about the naturalness or unnaturalness of homosexuality are as old as the hills and the answers have often been

used to condemn homosexuals their behaviors and their relationships in the past two centuries a number of

sciences have involved themselves in this debate introducing new vocabularies theories arguments and data

many of which have gradually helped tip the balance toward tolerance and even acceptance in this book

philosophers pieter r adriaens and andreas de block explore the history and philosophy of the gay sciences

revealing how individual and societal values have colored how we think about homosexuality the authors unpack

the entanglement of facts and values in studies of male homosexuality across the natural and human sciences

and consider the extent to which science has mitigated or reinforced homonegative mores the focus of the book

is on homosexuality s assumed naturalness geneticists rephrased naturalness as innateness claiming that

homosexuality is innate colloquially that homosexuals are born gay zoologists thought it a natural affair

documenting its existence in myriad animal species from maybugs to men evolutionists presented homosexuality

as the product of natural selection and speculated about its adaptive value finally psychiatrists who initially
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pathologized homosexuality eventually appealed to its naturalness or innateness to normalize it discussing

findings from an array of sciences comparative zoology psychiatry anthropology evolutionary biology social

psychology developmental biology and machine learning this book is essential reading for anyone interested in

what science has to say about homosexuality

Homosexuality 1995

the subject of homosexuality and especially male homosexuality has received a great deal of publicity in england

and america the furor began with kinsey s famous reports on sexual behavior which brought out the fact that a

far higher proportion of the population than was commonly supposed deviated from accepted standards of

normality and morality taking courage from the apparent safety of large numbers the sexually unorthodox and

their sympathizers began to challenge the criteria of normality and to question whether sexual habits that were

widespread and so deeply entrenched could justifiably be written off as immoral d j west s homosexuality

dissects the myths and paranoia surrounding this topic by examining the nature and roots of homosexuality the

politico legal controversy has tended to overshadow the more fundamental psychological questions concerning
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the nature and causes of homosexuality in this field no striking discoveries have resulted from the increased

public interest nevertheless a body of factual data has accumulated and a number of theories are available the

author s main purpose is to summarize as clearly as possible what is known to draw what practical conclusions

may be possible and to point out where we are still groping and ignorant this book deals mainly with male

homosexuality because in men the condition causes more clear cut social problems and has been studied more

intensely by psychiatrists unfortunately though strongly held opinions abound hard facts about homosexuality and

its possible causes are difficult to obtain even now serious medical and sociological investigations in this subject

are scandalously few considering the importance of the questions in human terms until a large section of the

public is prepared to face the facts squarely and rationally and to support adequate research our knowledge will

remain rudimentary this book clears away the debris of myth and misunderstanding in a vital area of social

concern d j west is professor at the university of cambridge he is the editor of sociolegal control of homosexuality

a multi nation comparison with richard green and author of the other man a study of the social legal and clinical

aspects of homosexuality
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It's Natural to Be Gay 2011-07-15

publicity about the homosexual lifestyle has become so commonplace that many people believe its messages

that homosexuality is genetic and that being gay is as natural as being heterosexual but are these statements

accurate noted researchers john ankerberg and john weldon critique relevant scientific studies examine gay

politics to discuss the social ramifications behind the gay movement is the scientific research on homosexuality

accurate how influential is the homosexual community in america how should the church respond to homosexual

issues arguments this book will give you the information you need to understand evaluate the homosexual

agenda how it relates to biblical truth

The Facts on Homosexuality 2014-02-25

this fascinating new book explores the myriad aspects of biological theories of sexual preference sex cells and

same sex desire describes reviews and questions recent biological research on sexual preference from the point

of view of knowledgeable scientists and of scholars in the social sciences and humanities representing the
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emerging field of gay studies the issues involved have a vibrant history are wide ranging and remain the objects

of much controversy this book demystifies biological research on sexual preference and makes it accessible to

readers unfamiliar with biological and medical research sex cells and same sex desire is divided into several

sections each of which is introduced by an explanation of key concepts and terms found in that section the book

begins with a discussion of the history of biological theories and sociocultural concepts of gender and sexuality

the next 3 sections explore specialized areas of biological science and related issues genetics and evaluation

hormones and the endocrine system and brain physiology and structure a final section discusses social stigma

science and medicine a glossary of terms used by the authors is included so readers may look up those that

may be unfamiliar

Sex, Cells, and Same-Sex Desire 1990

same sex presents a comprehensive anthology on homosexuality exploring historical conceptions of

homosexuality homosexual identity and a variety of public policy issues
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Homosexuality and the Natural Law 1983-01-01

a pro gay pro science look at a vexing issue evolutionary biology suggests that individual living things are

designed to reproduce so why does homosexuality exist wouldn t a gay gene ensure its own demise conundrum

pulls together information from biology anthropology and recent lesbian and gay history and suggests that both

nature and nurture are involved in the evolution of homosexuality

Is Homosexuality Good? 1999

examining the various theories that have been proposed throughout history and present day this book explains

the riddle of sexual orientation assessing their validity placing them in a cultural context and enplaning the

practical ramifications of each includes 40 photos
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Natural History of Homosexuality 1977

over the course of twenty years of working with gay men in analysis and therapy richard isay has become

convinced that homosexuality is not a mental illness it is not deviant behavior as many in our society continue to

believe in fact homosexuality is found throughout history in every race class and culture yet generations of gay

men who have sought help in psychoanalytic therapy have faced efforts to change the natural object of their

deepest desire efforts which cause serious harm though trained in traditional psychoanalytic theory isay has

come to a radically different way of working with gay men he has determined that there is a natural

developmental path that homosexuals follow which as with homosexuals is fraught with predictable obstacles and

crises clearing away the tangle of myths about homosexual behavior and its origins dr isay lays out that path he

also explores the nature of impediments to sustained and loving gay relationships analyzing two of the most

crippling paternal rejection and the internalization of western society s extreme homophobia until there is social

and legal change to support the expression of love and commitment between homosexuals early psychological

intervention may help homosexual children build healthy self esteem in the face of social stigmatization recently

aids has aggravated that stigmatization and being homosexual examines the profound impact that it has had on
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gay men s development for therapists this is a book that offers concrete guidance in working with homosexual

men more effectively and with greater understanding for gay men themselves this is a clear and empathetic

account of their development and the conflicts and barriers they face page 2 of dust jacket

Same Sex 2006-02-20

imagine your favorite gay uncle sitting you down and explaining everything you ever wondered about gay people

that is gay explained written for gay and straight people alike gay explained leads the reader on a journey that

even the most educated may find surprising told in a warm and personal style gay explained weaves together

the individual story of a man born mormon and gay with the wide ranging stories from some of humanity s most

fascinating people it is a history that stretches back to the drawings on cave walls and the stories of the

pharaohs through the religion and philosophies of greece and rome finds illumination in the art of the

renaissance and runs up to the headlines of today most of these stories predate modern lgbt labels so they are

tales of shamans priests amazons minstrels two spirits and global adventurers from there the book covers

science where researchers find evidence for homosexuality and gender variation throughout the natural world
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along with genetic and biological origins in human bodies despite all the recent political successes questions

remain why are some people gay is it just a sexual preference or is there more going on why do some people

vary around gender and how is that related to sexuality and if all of this is so natural why does homophobia

persist across cultures the answers to these and other questions move the larger discussion beyond mere facts

and into the realm of meaning exploring the purpose of gay people in families society and the world gay

explained is therefore an essential resource for parents teens friends teachers pastors politicians and just about

everybody else for every person who has ever thought i just don t get gay people the answers are here gay

explained

Homosexuality 1997

over the last fifteen years psychological research regarding sexual orientation has seen explosive growth in this

book anthony r d augelli and charlotte j patterson bring together top experts to offer a comprehensive overview of

what we have discovered and what we still need to learn about lesbian gay and bisexual identities writing in clear

nontechnical language the contributors cover a range of topics including conceptions of sexual identity
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development over the lifespan family and other personal relationships parenting and bigotry and discrimination

lesbian gay and bisexual identities over the lifespan is essential reading for researchers students social scientists

mental health practitioners and general readers who seek the most up to date and authoritative treatment of the

subject available

Conundrum 1994

now updated with even more material the csb apologetics study bible for students anchors young christians in

the truths of scripture and equips them with thoughtful responses when the core issues of their faith are

challenged the resources in this student bible were curated by general editor dr sean mcdowell and the core

materials in the bible explore over 130 of the top questions students are asking today this student study bible is

updated with new articles and extensive apologetics study material from today s most popular youth leaders and

apologists to reflect relevant apologetics issues and questions of today this student bible is uniquely created to

encourage students to ask tough questions get straight answers and see their faith strengthened as they engage

in bible study and with others around them the features in this study bible include presentation page book
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introductions study notes articles from popular youth leaders and christian apologetics leaders including editor

sean mcdowell sixty twisted scripture explanations for commonly misunderstood passages fifty bones dirt entries

archaeology meets apologetics fifty notable quotes twenty five tactics against common anti christian arguments

twenty personal stories of how god has worked in real lives twenty top five lists to help remember key

apologetics topics two color design intensive interior two column text 9 75 point type smyth sewn binding ribbon

marker full color maps and more the csb apologetics study bible for students features the highly readable highly

reliable text of the christian standard bible r csb the csb translation used in this apologetics bible stays as literal

as possible to the bible s original meaning without sacrificing clarity making it easier to engage with scripture s

life transforming message and to share it with others

Beyond Gay Or Straight 2016-06-08

introducing gay is natural a journey to understanding and resilience by author s name this captivating book is a

powerful exploration of what it truly means to live peacefully and respectfully with others embracing diversity and

understanding the human experience in its entirety in gay is natural the author fearlessly delves into their own
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personal journey sharing candid accounts of their mistakes failures and the valuable lessons they ve learned

along the way with refreshing honesty the author opens up about their own experiences including their personal

struggles triumphs and the complexities of their sexual life creating a deeply relatable narrative that resonates

with readers from all walks of life through poignant storytelling and insightful reflections this book also serves as

a beacon of hope and resilience offering invaluable wisdom on navigating life s difficulties and emerging stronger

on the other side it provides practical guidance on coping strategies self discovery and finding meaning in

adversity empowering readers to embrace life s challenges with courage and grace gay is natural is a must read

for anyone seeking a deeper understanding of themselves and others and a roadmap for fostering compassion

empathy and harmonious coexistence in a diverse world this book is an inspiring testament to the human spirit

and a compelling reminder that despite our differences we are all connected by our shared experiences and our

capacity for growth and understanding join the author on a transformative journey toward compassion resilience

and a deeper appreciation for the human experience gay is natural is not just a book it s a guiding light for living

a more enriched empathetic and purposeful life
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Being Homosexual 1995-02-09

this book brings together teachers psychologists ministers and other qualified men and women who have studied

and for some experienced homosexuality over a long period of time it is hoped that this work will generate the

kind of understanding necessary to be able to deal compassionately with the people who struggle with

homosexuality it is also my aim to equip the members of the church with the confidence to respond intelligently

to the false arguments being made for the homosexual lifestyle by gays and their sympathizers

Gay, Explained 2017-07

a genetic basis for homosexuality has been all but proved yet darwinism the most widely accepted evolutionary

theory emphasises successful reproduction how do we explain a lifetime preference for non reproductive sex

whilst social constructionism offers explanations in terms of social learning and cultural preferences the body of

evidence for a genetic predisposition to homosexuality grows social learning argues that homosexual sex is

merely misdirected and therefore futile but far from dying out it continues through the ages and is found in
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different cultures what if there was an evolutionary advantage to homosexuality straight science homosexuality

evolution and adaptation dares to ask such questions

Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Identities over the Lifespan 2024-01-14

here is an outspoken collection of informed opinions and facts that open up one of america s major undiscussed

problems for frank debate what percentage of the male population has had an overt homosexual experience at

some time is society s rejection and the homosexual s resultant self hatred the cause of promiscuous impersonal

and irresponsible behavior associated with homosexuality what popular ideas about homosexuality are disproved

by careful research and reporting are psychotherapists guilty of arrogant subjectivism in attempting to cure the

homosexual how does a straight happily married man with two children turn into a homosexual what do

homosexuals do why do all these questions need to be asked because homosexual behavior touches the lives of

at least fifteen million americans their friends and families unsettling candid passionate personal this is a

crossfire of varied views from homosexuals and heterosexuals men and women americans and non americans

theologians and nontheologians catholics and protestants on the present realities of homosexuality
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CSB Apologetics Study Bible for Students, Black/Tan LeatherTouch

1995-02-01

the history of sexuality is central to social history the history of ideas the realization or repression of human rights

and other areas of focus this is also true about those who have had or do have what could be called minority

sexualities same sex attraction has generally been a minority sexuality it has been the object of tremendous

repression and vociferous complaint but also one of praise by talented poets and philosophers the a to z of

homosexuality provides a comprehensive survey of same sex relations from ancient china and greece to the

contemporary world it covers the gay rights movement from its origins in 19th century europe to the nascent

global network today philosophic treatments such as natural law and queer theory along with legal issues and

court decisions are included global in its coverage of the variety of same sex relations their legal treatment and

social norms concerning same sex attraction this reference includes a chronology an introductory essay a

bibliography and cross referenced dictionary entries on specific countries and regions influential historical figures

laws that criminalized same sex sexuality various historical terms that have been used to refer to aspects of
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same sex love and contemporary events and legal decisions

Gay is Natural 2003-09-02

why are americans being forced to consider homosexual acts as morally acceptable why has the us supreme

court discovered a constitutional right to same sex marriage which until a decade ago was unheard of in the

history of western or any other civilization where has the gay rights movement come from and how has it so

easily conquered america the answers are in the dynamics of the rationalization of sexual misbehavior the power

of rationalization the means by which one mentally transforms wrong into right drives the gay rights movement

gives it its revolutionary character and makes its advocates indefatigable the homosexual cause moved naturally

from a plea for tolerance to cultural conquest because the security of its rationalization requires universal

acceptance in other words we all must say that the bad is good at stake in the rationalization of homosexual

behavior is reality itself which is why it will have consequences that reach far beyond the issue at hand already

america s major institutions have been transformed its courts its schools its military its civic institutions and even

its diplomacy the further institutionalization of homosexuality will mean the triumph of force over reason thus
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undermining the very foundations of the american republic

Gay Rights or Wrongs 1971

as homosexual advocacy groups continue to be more and more vocal many questions have been raised

concerning homosexual issues in the general public this volume will help ministers and other christian leaders

sort through and understand these issues from a biblical standard every christian needs to read this book

Straight Science? Homosexuality, Evolution and Adaptation 2009-09-02

the history of sexuality is central to social history the history of ideas the realization or repression of human rights

and other areas of focus this is also true about those who have had or do have what could be called minority

sexualities same sex attraction has generally been a minority sexuality it has been the object of tremendous

repression and vociferous complaint but also one of praise by talented poets and philosophers the historical

dictionary of homosexuality provides a comprehensive survey of same sex relations from ancient china and

greece to the contemporary world it covers the gay rights movement from its origins in 19th century europe to
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the nascent global network today philosophic treatments such as natural law and queer theory along with legal

issues and court decisions are included global in its coverage of the variety of same sex relations their legal

treatment and social norms concerning same sex attraction this reference includes a chronology an introductory

essay a bibliography and cross referenced dictionary entries on specific countries and regions influential historical

figures laws that criminalized same sex sexuality various historical terms that have been used to refer to aspects

of same sex love and contemporary events and legal decisions

Is Gay Good? 2015-09-05

in forces of nature the authors investigate the relationships between the natural world and gender and sexuality

the authors explore the frameworks within which femininity and nature have been constructed as well as the

impact nature has had on our understandings of masculinity homosexuality and heterosexuality for some writers

nature has restorative powers for others nature embodies violence and destruction yet one common thread runs

across all of the chapters in this collection nature and animals can not be separated from the human experience

forces of nature brings to light the intimate connection humans have with the natural world and provides students
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and scholars with innovative readings of both canonical and noncanonical texts

The A to Z of Homosexuality 1996-02

in medieval europe where theologians saw sin some natural philosophers saw a phenomenon in need of

explanation they believed some men were born with homosexual inclinations and others acquired them as habits

based on early pleasurable experiences

Making Gay Okay 2009-06-16

sexuality religion and faith often have complex and conflicting interactions on both personal and societal levels

numerous studies have been conducted on queer subjects but they have predominantly focused on western

expressions of faith and queer identities this book contributes to the wider scholarship on queer subjects by

drawing on actual lived experiences of self identifying gay and bisexual men in malaysia it discusses what we

can learn from the realities of their lives that intersect with their religious spiritual theological or humanistic values

in an asian context analysed within the critical frameworks of queer theory and queer sexual theology this study
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divulges the meanings ascribed to sexual identities and practices as well as conceptualisations of masculinity

sexual desire love and intimate physical connections it also lays bare the complex negotiations between gender

desire and spirit and how they can affect one another tying fascinating case studies and underexplored asian

theologies with wider conversations around sexuality and faith this book will be of significant interest to scholars

working in religious studies theology queer studies sexuality studies and asian studies

Gay Rights Or Wrongs 2009-03-26

journal of integrative humanism is a multidisciplinary academic journal that publishes well researched articles that

approach topical issues bothering humanity from an integrativist perspective taking cognizance of the various

dimensions of reality it publishes reviews and research on topical issues from diverse disciplines including

philosophy religion linguistics theater media studies oceanography political science and education some of the

topical issues addressed are the nature of metaphysics in integrative humanism a contemporary school of

philosophy philosophy environment education social change terrorism and health the journal of integrative

humanism is a publication of the faculty of arts university of cape coast ghana and the university of calabar
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nigeria

Historical Dictionary of Homosexuality 2013-10-31

as the conversation around homosexuality becomes increasingly hostile on all sides it can be difficult to know

where to stand as a christian you don t want to compromise god s word either by blindly following the culture or

by treating others with hatred and contempt how do you hold onto your convictions without projecting an image

of

Forces of Nature 2017-12-15

the creation of a new field of lesbian and gay studies over the past thirty years has been a fascinating project

this volume brings together key authors in the field in 26 major essays and provides a clear sense of just how

much has been achieved it is a guide to the state of the art and invaluable for scholars throughout the world ken

plummer professor of sociology university of essex and editor of sexualities this book is unique in lesbian and

gay studies from politics to health cyber queers to queer families the review essays in this volume cover all the
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important bases of glb history and politics the introduction is a simple and accessible overview of the changing

faces of theory and research over many decades this book is bound to be an important resource in a burgeoning

field janice irvine associate professor of sociology university of massachusetts amherst the handbook of gay and

lesbian studies assembled by two leading theorists of sexuality makes available more than two dozen new

cutting edge essays in gay studies essential for social science scholars and students of gay queer studies david f

greenberg professor of sociology new york university with this benchmark work lesbian and gay studies comes of

age drawing from a rich team of global contributors and carefully structured to elucidate the core issues in the

field it constitutes an unparalleled resource for teaching research and debate the volume is organized into 4

sections history and theory this covers the roots of lesbian and gay studies the institutionalization of the subject

in the academy the naturalness of heterosexuality science and sexuality the comparative sociology of

homosexualities and the heterosexual homosexual division identity and community this examines the formation of

gay and lesbian identities communities and movements cyber queer research sexuality and space generational

issues in lesbian and gay lifecycles and the subject of bisexuality institutions this investigates questions of the

governance of sexualities lesbian and gay health sexualities and education religion and homosexuality

homosexuality and the law gay and lesbian workers homosexuality and the family and lesbian gay and queer
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encounters with the media and popular culture politics this explores the formation of the gay and lesbian

movements impact of globalization antigay and lesbian violence nationalism and transnationalism in lesbian and

gay studies and sexual citizenship the result is an authoritative book that demarcates the field stimulates critical

discussion and provides lesbian and gay studies with an enriching focal reference point it is quite simply a

breakthrough work that will galvanize discussion and research for years to come

Nothing Natural Is Shameful 2018-02-14

in a definitive account of gay and lesbian practices across ancient and contemporary cultures within tribal

developing and modern societies author gilbert herdt reveals a diversity of sexuality and sexual practices that

erases the lines between gay and straight love herdt shows that what we view as specifically gay and lesbian

practice is treated as a natural expression of human nature in many other cultures
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Living Out Sexuality and Faith 2014-11-30

this book breaks open and explains the teaching of the catholic church as it is presented in the catechism of the

catholic church it teaches what is homosexuality the distinction between acts and attraction the morality of

homosexuality and the means to become chaste and holy

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF INTEGRATIVE HUMANISM GHANA Vol 8. No

1. 2002-11-18

lesbians and gays have gone from coming out to acting up to outing meanwhile radically redefining society s

views on sexuality and gender the essays in inside out employ a variety of approaches psychoanalysis

deconstruction semiotics and discourse theory to investigate representations of sex and sexual difference in

literature film video music and photography engaging the figures of divas dykes vampires and queens the

contributors address issues such as aids pornography pedagogy authorship and activism inside out shifts the

focus from sex to sexual orientation provoking a reconsideration of the concepts of the sexual and the political
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Homosexuality and the Bible 1980

an unprecedented work from the brilliant young editor of the new republic who is celebrated also as an incisive

defender of the equality of homosexuals virtually normal is an impassioned reasoned subtle and uncompromising

political and moral treatise that will set the terms of the homosexuality debate for the foreseeable future

Handbook of Lesbian and Gay Studies 1997-05

the award winning field defining history of gay life in new york city in the early to mid 20th century gay new york

brilliantly shatters the myth that before the 1960s gay life existed only in the closet where gay men were isolated

invisible and self hating drawing on a rich trove of diaries legal records and other unpublished documents george

chauncey constructs a fascinating portrait of a vibrant cohesive gay world that is not supposed to have existed

called monumental washington post unassailable boston globe brilliant the nation and a first rate book of history

the new york times gay new yorkforever changed how we think about the history of gay life in new york city and

beyond
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Homosexuality and Ethics 2005

Same Sex, Different Cultures 1981

Homosexuality 2013-04-15

Homosexuality and the Christian Way of Life 1995

Inside/Out 2008-08-01
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Virtually Normal

Gay New York
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